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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a team of scientist lead by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) have proposed a Ka-band single-pass interfer-
ometric mission concept named SIGNAL (SAR for Ice, Glacier aNd globAL Dynamics) [1], [2]. The main goal of SIGNAL
is to estimate accurately and repeatedly topography and topographic changes variations associated with mass change orother
dynamic effects on glaciers, ice caps and polar ice sheets. To achieve the required elevation accuracy, in the order of a few
decimeter, a formation flying constellation of two compact satellites was proposed as the only way to obtain the desired
cross-track baseline.

As in most studies for Ka-band SAR missions, a reflector basedarchitecture was chosen. A major design challenge was
to balance the requirement for a compact reflector that couldfit in a Vega launcher, and which automatically lead to a high
azimuth resolution system, with the need to achieve a sufficiently large swath. The system proposed had a relatively narrow
swath width of 20 km, which was sufficient to meet the mission objectives in polar regions, but lead to degraded global
coverage. Later studies considered a slightly modified variant and a multi-diamond SCORE acquisition mode, resulting in the
simultaneous acquisition of two 25 km wide swathes with a 50 km wide gap within them [3]. While this greatly enhanced
SIGNAL’s global systematic mapping capabilities, the 25 kmcontinuous swath remains narrow for many applications.

This paper presents a new evolution of SIGNAL’s instrument concept that uses novel Digital Beamforming (DBF)
techniques to further extend the coverage of the mission. Inaddition, by introducing two phase centers in azimuth, which
are needed to achieve the swath extension, the system gains along-track interferometric capabilities. These may be used,
for example, to measure ocean currents. Besides these wide-swath and ATI-modes, the paper will also discuss ping-pong
multi-baseline acquisitions modes exploiting a novel sub-pulses technique in order to keep a low PRF. For all these modes,
the SAR performance will be described. Also the final interferometric performance, in terms of relative height errors orof
ocean surface velocity errors will be discussed.

II. DIGITAL BEAMFORMING ARCHITECTURE

The overall trend in the conception of next generation SAR systems reveals the shared characteristic of being multi-
channel systems utilizing DBF techniques. Among those systems several reflector based system utilizing a digital feed array
are being investigated [4], [5]. The idea of applying digital beamforming to a reflector system was first suggested in [6];
such an architecture has the potential to combine both the flexibility and the capabilities of digital beamforming with the
high antenna gain provided by a large reflector aperture.

This section first describes the DBF techniques utilized by the SAR instrument and its architecture. A salient feature ofthe
architecture proposed in the unconventional use of of two transmit antennas with a single receive one. Most of the mutual
interference problems associated to this choice are overcome by the introduction of a novel sub-pulses technique, which is
discussed in the following.

II-A. Antenna Configuration and Instrument Architecture

Unlike conventional approaches the antenna configuration here uses two transmit antennas separated in flight direction
as shown in Fig.1. This provides two separate phase centers (samples) which can be used either to improve resolution or
for ATI applications. Each Tx reflector is3× 0.6m (azimuth x elevation) and has a2m focal length. The Tx reflectors are
placed at the end of2m booms which are unfolded during deployment in orbit. The reflectors are illuminated by a feed
arrays mounted on the satellite body (2m offset), which avoids laying waveguides and active RF circuitry on the deployable
boom. The wide beam of the two transmit reflectors illuminatethe same area on the ground, the half power beamwidth is
set to2.9× 0.16◦ in elevation and azimuth, respectively.



Each transmit antenna has its RF power supply consisting of an extended interactive klystron (EIK). A peak power of
≈ 6 kW, depending on the required bandwidth, is state-of-the-artperformance. Note that the distributed power approach
using two EIKs enable a doubling of the available RF transmitpower, without using power combiners.
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Fig. 1. Antenna configuration with the two transmit (Tx) reflectorsplaced at the end of the booms, while the receive (Rx)
reflector is fixed to the platform.

A single reflector antenna is used on-receive. The size of thedish antenna is3× 2m which is larger (in elevation) than
the transmit reflectors. The reflector is fix mounted on the satellite platform and illuminated by a0.4m feed array arranged
in the plane perpendicular to the flight direction and mounted on a deployable boom in an offset configuration. The digital
feed array of 27 receive elements is used for SCORE operation(see sectionII-B) [6]. Each element results in a narrow
beam, illuminating a region on the ground, which partially overlaps with the region illuminated by the beams of the adjacent
elements. To illuminate a given angular segment in elevation the corresponding feed elements are activated. Here each set
of elements is only active during a subinterval of this time period. The signals of the feed elements are combined on-board
using time variant complex coefficients to form the SCORE beam. The receive beam will scan the complete swath within
the time period of onePRI .

The Rx antenna system is equipped with additional scanning capabilities such that the SCORE beams span an angular
segment of±2.9◦. This way the Rx antenna can cover double the swath of the Tx antenna. Such a configuration allows
doubling the total swath in bistatic operation mode as will be explained later. This also means that the two satellite designs
are not identical, since the the Tx illumination overlaps with the upper part of the Rx pattern for one satellite and with the
lower part for the other.

II-B. Digital Beamforming Techniques

The SCan-On-Receive (SCORE) mode of operation is primarilybased on generating a wide transmit beam and a narrow,
high gain beam on receive that follows the pulse echo on the ground [7], [8]. The high gain SCORE beam results in an
increased signal-to-noise ratio, compensating the low gain (wide beam) transmit antenna loss. Further, the narrow receive
beam has the advantage of attenuating the range ambiguities. Since the direction of arrival of the received echo is a function
of the slant range, a one-to-one relation exists between therequired beam steering angle and the time variable. DBF is used
to obtain a beam that chases the echo while it traverses the ground. The specific beamforming implementation depends on
the system involved, but can in general be described by a complex and time varying weighting of the antenna feed signals
followed by a summation (data reduction).

As known,the use of multiple phase centres in flight direction eliminated the tight coupling between azimuth resolution
and unambiguous swath-width applicable to a single channelsystem. Alternatively, these multiple phase centers enable along
track interferometry (ATI). In this paper we propose a sub-pulse illumination technique; the basic idea is to transmit two
sub-pulses, one from each Tx antenna within onePRI period (c.f. Fig.2) which illuminate the same swath on the ground.
Considering a single Tx antenna (and disregarding the ATI case for a moment) the spatial separation between the samples,as
determined by the pulse repetition frequency (PRF ), is such that the Doppler spectrum would be undersampled, i.e. aliased
or ambiguous. It is only through the combination of the spatial samples of all Tx channels, that the Doppler spectrum is
recovered unambiguously. Further, in most cases the systemPRF will result in a non-uniform spatial sampling; this makes
the combination of the channels a non-trivial task, requiring a reconstruction of the Doppler spectrum as detailed in [9]
which based on a generalization of the sampling theorem [10].

The challenge is to separate the signals from the two sub-pulses which are transmitted consecutively illuminating the same
swath which causes overlapping echo windows. The sub-pulses can be thought of as range ambiguous with respect to each
other. The “trick” here is to utilize the fact that at each time instance the two echoes are arriving from slightly different
(time varying) angles and can thus be separated by the directive SCORE beams and digital beamforming as indicated in
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Fig. 2. Single Satellite Stripmap operatin mode where two sub-pulses are used to illuminate the same swath which are
separated by the two SCORE beams.

Fig. 2. This angular sub-pulse separation does not require any additional hardware w.r.t. a conventional single-beam SCORE
system.

III. OPERATION MODE

Each instrument is designed for single pass along-track interferometry, or SAR imaging with two azimuth phase centres.
Using two satellites allows various operation modes with one or more combinations of ATI, XTI, wide swath and high
resolution. In the following a selection of these modes are discussed (the sub-pulse technique is utilized in all modes).

Single Satellite Stripmap

The basic operation uses one satellite operating in the stripmap mode (c.f. Fig.2). Here the sub-pulse technique with the
two Tx antennas allow for two azimuth samples perPRI . This can be understood as enabling a reducedPRF and thus an
increased swath, or equivalently an improved azimuth resolution despite the lowPRF . In any case a sample re-ordering (as
detailed for example in [11]) is necessary, since the two Tx antennas are non-contiguous

Single Satellite ATI

For sufficiently highPRF , an along-track interferometric operation mode is possible. This is facilitated through the two
Tx antennas, where thePRF needs to be high enough to result samples from different pulses being at the same azimuth
position. This mode is depicted in Fig.3(a) where the swath width is reduced due to the timing constraints caused by the
higherPRF and the along-track interferometric operation is providedat the cost of worsening the azimuth resolution. Due to
the fixed beam Tx antenna, the swath illuminated is larger than the imaged strip. This may allow imaging different incident
angles only by changing thePRF .

Two Satellite bistatic XTI

Here as shown in Fig.3(b) an across-track operation is feasible. The two satellite simultaneously illuminate two swathes
separated by a blind gap. Due to the extended scan capabilities of the receive antenna, each Rx antenna receives the echoes
from the two swathes. In total, each satellite has 4 SCORE beams to separate the time overlapping echoes. This mode thus
produces a total of two monostatic and two bistatic images corresponding to two swathes. The XTI imaged swath is thus
doubled.
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Fig. 3. Interferometric operation modes.

Two Satellite combined XTI and ATI

The only difference between this mode and the previous on is that thePRF is increased to create overlapping azimuth
samples. Again the timing will limit the swath width but on the other hand provide simultaneous XTI and ATI imaging. As
before, different swathes may be covered or, alternatively, the same swath may be observed under distinct squint anglesin
order to obtain a 2-D ATI measurement.

IV. SAR PERFORMANCE

In the following the main performance of the system operating at 35.75GHz are reported. The mode shown here is for
the single satellite stripmap case, since this can be regarded as a reference for the other modes.

IV-A. Timing and swathes

The satellite operates in a740 km orbit and the timing in Fig.4 is shown for near range swath at an incidence angle
of 34− 37◦ which corresponds to50 km swath width. Other swathes can be imaged by tilting the satellite to point at the
respective swath.

Fig. 4. Timing diagram for a740 km orbit and the near-range swath of50 km swath.

The combined Tx reflector lengths of6m set the minimum requiredPRF . One particularity of reflector patterns that has
to be kept in mind is that the azimuth and elevation patterns are not separable. This point is crucial both for the system
design and the performance computation; it means that the azimuth pattern shape will depend on the elevation scan angle,i.e.
the azimuth patterns degrade at the swath edges. For the system considered here thePRF has to be increased to2770Hz to



compensate for the broader azimuth patterns. The sub-pulseduty cycle is10% which together with the sub-pulse separation
and thePRF determines the available echo window length.

IV-B. Range-Ambiguity-to-Signal Ratio

Reflector based SAR systems have very low range-ambiguity level, because of the low sidelobe level of the Tx beam and the
narrow Rx beam. When using sub-pulses the range ambiguitieshave to be carefully considered, because the angular separation
between the sub-pulses is determined by their temporal separation during transmission. Further, the transmit patterns will not
suppress sub-pulses since the same swath is illuminated. This is seen in Fig.5(a) which shows an instantaneous elevation
pattern with the ambiguity and signal position marked. TheRASR performance is shown in Fig.5(b), the level is better
than−20 dB. However, this level is achieved optimizing the weighting coefficients of the Rx patters [12]. Here the time
separation between sub-pulses is adapted depending on the imaged swath so that the required ambiguity performance is
achieved.

(a) Elevation pattern (b) RASR

Fig. 5. An example of an elevation patter showing the position of the signal and ambiguous sub-pulse energies (left) and
the resulting range-ambiguity-to-signal ratio.

IV-C. Azimuth-Ambiguity-to-Signal Ratio

Fig. 6 shows an example azimuth pattern at one elevation cut and theAASR after azimuth reconstruction. The processed
Doppler bandwidth corresponds to an azimuth resolution of6.8m.

(a) Near range azimuth pattern (b) AASR

Fig. 6. Antenna patterns and azimuth ambiguity-to-signal ratio (AASR).

As expected theAASR shows a variation over the swath, which is understood from the above discussion and the azimuth
patterns in Fig.6(a); the position of the signal and ambiguities is indicated by the green and red lines on the pattern,
respectively. Even though poor, theAASR performance is achieved by azimuth oversampling, i.e. highPRF , which comes
at the expense of a higher data rate.



IV-D. Noise-Equivalent Sigma-Zero

Although this performance parameter profits from the reflector gain, but still other instrument and operation parameters
influence its value. For example a small number of feed array elements would be activated to achieve a high receive antenna
gain; however this would cause a narrow receive beam which –depending on the pulse duty cycle– might not cover the
complete ground extension of the pulse.

The radiometric performance of the system is shown in Fig.7(a) in terms of the noise-equivalent sigma zero (NESZ )
for an average power of600 kW per transmitter. chirp bandwidth of40MHz. Note that NESZ requirements at Ka-band is
somehow relaxed because of the higher ground reflectivity.

(a) NESZ (b) PEL

Fig. 7. SNR performance of the system in term so the noise-equivalent sigma-zero and the pulse extension loss.

Fig. 7(b) shows the pulse extension loss (PEL) which indicates the loss due to the pulse attenuation through the narrow
SCORE receive beam [13] and has a direct impact on theSNR. The PEL ≈ 2 dB can be reduced by using a frequency
selective filter in the SCORE processing as detailed in [12].

V. LEVEL-2 PERFORMANCE

This section briefly discusses the performance at Level-2 product level.

V-A. DEM errors

The main product of SIGNAL are high precision DEMs, whose performance is given in terms of the 90% point-to-point
relative error (∆h

90%
err

). For a discussion of how these errors are estimated for SIGNAL the reader is referred to [3].
As discussed in previous papers, the SIGNAL mission conceptincludes a DEM acquisition phase, where larger height of

ambiguities would be used in order to avoid phase unwrappingproblems, and a DEM tracking phase withhamb in the order
of 10 m. Figure8(b) shows the expected value for∆h

90%
err

during this DEM tracking phase for several surface types assuming
a 100 x 100 m2 product resolution. For the performance computation, 2 dB of atmospheric attenuation were included. For
dry-snow covered surfaces, bare soil, and even grass,∆h

90%
err is between 10 and 15 cm, which is comparable to what can

be achieved with nadir-looking altimeters. Several factors are key to this very good performance:

• High coherence values mainly due to the avoidance of temporal decorrelation. Note that the coherence is mainly SNR
driven.

• The high number of looks associated to the relaxed product resolution. It is worth noting that even at 12 x 12 m2

resolution, the error stays below the 2 m threshold given corresponding to the HRTI-3 standard.
• The possibility to use large baselines, without which it becomes practically impossible to achieve these level of

performances over relatively wide swaths.

V-B. Surface velocity error

The new proposed architecture allows ATI measurements, which can be particularly useful for the measurement of ocean
currents. In principle, since the design considers a singleazimuth beam, only one component of the surface velocity can
be measured. However, applying an opposite yaw rotation to both spacecraft allows observing the same ocean surface with
two different beams, thereby implementing a distributed dual-beam interferometer (DBI). For the preliminary performance
calculations shown in Figure9, a 45◦ rotation has been assumed so that the two measured surface components are, in theory,
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Fig. 8. XTI performance for a 100 x 100 m2 resolution product and 10 m height of ambiguity. Left: interferometric coherence.
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Fig. 9. Standard deviation of the error of the magnitude of the estimated surface current. A product resolution of 1 km is
assumed for this plot.

mutually orthogonal. Since the expected performance is better for steeper incident angles, a 15 degree roll rotation has also
been assumed. Last, a 10 meter physical baseline between thetwo Tx phase centers has been considered. Note that this
baseline is mainly constrained by mechanical limitations.

Figure9 shows the predicted standard deviation of the error of the magnitude of the estimate surface current as a function
of the wind direction relative to broad-side (where 0◦ means that the radar looks into the wind) and of range. A product
resolution of 1 km2 has been assumed and 10 m/s wind conditions have been assumed. For details on the performance
calculations the reader is referred to [14]. This preliminary results are encouraging in that the typically desired error level
of 10 cm/s is reached across the swath for some conditions. Nevertheless, it is clear that the performance must be improved
in order to satisfy typical user requirements under a wider range of conditions.

An attractive feature of the distributed DBI concept, is that if the two spacecraft are flown with a sufficiently large along-
track separation, a third bistatic beam may be formed. This third beam could be used to mitigate biases in the Doppler
velocity measurements.



VI. SUMMARY

The paper presents a concept for a spaceborne interferometric Ka-band SAR that uses digital beamforming in conjunction
with novel sub-pulse illumination techniques. The performance results shown represent the current preliminary status of the
investigation where the design parameters can further be optimized. Nevertheless, the system concept presented is considered
highly attractive for future Ka-band SAR missions.

Future work will try to optimize the system and mission concept in order to improve the ocean current measurement
performance. A key ingredient for this optimization may be lowering the orbit from the current 740 km to something in
the order of 500 km. A second ingredient my be increasing the effective ATI baseline, be it by increasing the separation
between the transmitters, or by considering using also two receivers.
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